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Abstract With the development of network multimedia technology, more and more real-time multimedia applications
need to transmit information using multicast. The basis of multicast data transmission is to construct a multicast tree. The
main problem concerning the construction of a shared multicast tree is selection of a root of the shared tree or the core
point. In this paper, we propose a heuristic algorithm for core selection in multicast routing. The proposed algorithm selects
core point by considering both delay and inter-destination delay variation. The simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm performs better than the existing algorithms in terms of delay variation subject to the end-to-end delay bound.
The mathematical time complexity and the execution time of the proposed algorithm are comparable to those of the existing
algorithms.
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1 Introduction

The rapid development of network technology and
multimedia technology gradually enables network mul-
timedia such as video conferencing, distance education
and coordinative work to become the mainstream In-
ternet activities. Multicasting is very convenient for
these services, which usually have strict requirements
of quality of service (QoS) parameters such as end-to-
end delay, delay variation, loss, cost, throughput and so
on. Therefore, it is an important and urgent research
problem to set up multicast routing with high QoS. The
central problem of QoS multicast routing is to set up a
multicast root tree that can satisfy certain QoS param-
eters. The prime problem of constructing a shared mul-
ticast tree is to determine the position of the root of the
shared tree. This is referred to as the center selection
problem. The center is called corepoint in core-based
tree (CBT)[1] or Rendezvous Point (RP) in PIM-SM[2].
This problem was first proposed by Wall[3]. The selec-
tion of core directly affects the performance of multi-
cast. A poor selection may lead to many performance
problems such as high cost, high delay and high con-
gestion. Therefore, it is very important to select a good
core to have effective multicast. However, the core se-
lection is an NP-complete problem[1,3-4], which needs to
be solved using heuristic algorithm. Researchers have
already proposed several solutions to this problem[5-15].
However, the problem of finding a better or the best

core node has not yet been completely solved.
There are many well-known approaches to construct

core-based multicast tree satisfying delay and delay-
variation constraints. These are delay variation mul-
ticast algorithm (DVMA)[12], delay and delay varia-
tion constrained algorithm (DDVCA)[13], AKBC (Ahn,
Kim, Bang, Choo) algorithm[14] and AKC (Ahn, Kim,
Choo) algorithm[15]. The issues of minimizing multi-
cast delay variation problem under the multicast end-
to-end delay constraints are defined and discussed in
[12]. This problem is referred to as the delay and delay
variation bounded multicast tree (DVBMT) problem.
In DVMA[12], it is assumed that the complete topology
is available at each node. The algorithm starts with
a spanning tree satisfying the delay constraint only,
which may not include some destination nodes. Then
the algorithm searches through the candidate paths sa-
tisfying the delay and delay-variation constraints from
a non-tree member node to any of the tree nodes. It
works on the principle of k-shortest paths to the group
of destination nodes concerned. If these paths do not
satisfy a delay constraint, then it may find a longer
path, which is a shortfall of DVMA. The spanning tree
built by DVMA satisfies both delay and delay-variation
constraints. However, due to the very high time com-
plexity, it does not fit in modern high-speed computer
network environment.

The other approach to the DVBMT problem is
DDVCA[13]. It first calculates the delay of the least
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delay paths from each destination node to all the nodes.
The node that has the minimum delay-variation is se-
lected as the core node. The source node sends a single
copy of the message to the core node. Then the core
node forwards the message to all the receivers through
the minimum delay path. In comparison to DVMA,
DDVCA possesses a significant lower time complexity,
i.e., O(mn2) where m represents the number of desti-
nation nodes and n the total number of nodes in the
computer network.

Another efficient core selection algorithm has been
proposed by KIM et al.[6] to produce a core-based mul-
ticast tree under delay and delay-variation constraints.
First, this algorithm finds a set of candidate core nodes
that have the same associated multicast delay-variation
for each destination node. Then, the final core node
is selected from the set of candidate core nodes that
has the minimum potential delay-variation. A varia-
tion of this algorithm is proposed in [14], which uses the
MODE function to find the exact location of the core.
Then the potential delay-variation associated with each
candidate core node is found and the node that has the
minimum potential delay-variation is considered as the
best core node. However, all these algorithms are ap-
plied only in the symmetric network environment that
has no direction.

Ahn, Kim and Choo[15] proposed an algorithm that
constructs a multicast tree with low delay-variation in
a realistic network environment that has two-way di-
rections. This algorithm works efficiently in the asym-
metric network.

However, these algorithms[6,14-15] select the best core
node out of a set of candidate core nodes that have
the same associated delay-variation. Therefore, these
algorithms are restricted only to selecting the best
core node, which may not generate an optimal delay-
variation-based multicast tree in many cases.

In our proposed algorithm, we introduce a parame-
ter known as delay variation parameter (ρ) to find the
set of candidate core nodes. Our algorithm finds the
best core node out of a set of candidate core nodes and
constructs the multicast tree by connecting the destina-
tions from the core node through the shortest paths and
the source to core point through the best path out of
k-shortest paths. The performance of the proposed al-
gorithm is evaluated through simulations. It is observed
the algorithm outperforms the existing algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
mathematical model developed to model a computer
network is presented in Section 2. The proposed algo-
rithm and its principle of working followed by the case
studies and complexity analysis are presented in Section
3. The simulation results of our algorithm are presented
in Section 4. Finally, we present the conclusion in

Section 5.

2 Mathematical Model

A computer network is modeled as a directed, con-
nected graph G = (V, E, vs,M), where V is a finite set
of vertices (network nodes) and E is the set of edges
(network links) representing connection of those ver-
tices. Let |V | be the number of network nodes and |E|
the number of network links. The symbol vs represents
the source node and M is the set of destination nodes.
The link e = (vi, vj) from node vi ∈ V to node vj ∈ V
implies the existence of a link and e′ = (vj , vi) from vj

to vi. Each link is associated with a positive real value:
delay D(e): E → R+. The link delay function D(e) is
considered to be the sum of queuing delay, transmission
delay and propagation delays.

A multicast tree T (vs,M) is a sub-graph of G span-
ning the source node vs ∈ V and the set of destination
nodes M . Let m = |M | be the number of multicast
destination nodes. Let PT (vs, vj) be a unique path in
the tree T from the source node vs to a destination
node vj ∈ M . The total delay of the path PT (vs, vj)
is simply the sum of delay of all links D(PT (vs, vj)) =
Σe ∈ PT (vs, vj)D(e).

The other parameter multicast delay-variation dv, is
the maximum difference between the end-to-end delays
along the paths from the source to any two destination
nodes and is defined as follows:

dv = max
{∣∣∣

∑

e∈PT (vs,vj)

d(e)−
∑

e∈PT (vs,vk)

d(e)
∣∣∣,

∀vj , vk ∈ D
}

.

Thus, based upon the above definition we can now
mathematically formulate the multicast routing prob-
lem as follows. For a given weighted graph G = (V, E),
the source node vs ∈ V , a destination node set M ⊆
V − {vs}, a link-delay function D(e): E → R+, e ∈ E
and a constant ∆, the objective is to determine an op-
timal multicast tree T such that

D(vs,M) = max
vj∈M

∑

e∈PT (vs,vj)

d(e) 6 ∆,

dv(vs,M) = max
{∣∣∣

∑

e∈PT (vs,vi)

d(e)−
∑

e∈PT (vs,vj)

d(e)
∣∣∣,

∀vi, vj ∈ M
}

6 δ.

3 Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we present our core selection
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algorithm to construct a multicast tree that is superior
to the existing algorithms[6,13-15]. We discuss the work-
ing principle of the proposed algorithm followed by the
case studies and complexity analysis.

3.1 Description

The pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Fig.1.
The algorithm starts with calculating the least delay
path from the source node to each node in graph G.
Then the proposed algorithm calculates the minimum
delay paths from each destination node to all nodes in
G′ by using Dijkstra’s algorithm, where G′ is the trans-
pose of the adjacency matrix of G. If source is found
in the path of a destination node vd to a node vk then
the candidature of vk for the core node is cancelled.

The delay-variation parameter introduced in our al-
gorithm is ρ = dvmin + dstddev(dv)/2.0e, where dvmin

is the minimum delay-variation and stddev(dv) is the
standard deviation of the delay variations associated
with the nodes. Then, it selects a set of candidate core
nodes that satisfies both end-to-end delay and delay-
variation parameter. If there is no candidate node then
the algorithm terminates without generating a multi-
cast tree. Otherwise, the algorithm maintains a data
structure pass for each destination node. If the desti-
nation node vd is visited in the path from the source vs

to a node vk, then the pass(vs, vd, vk) is the difference
between the delays of the least delay paths from vs to
vk and vs to vd. If the destination node vd is not in the
path from source vs to a node vk then pass(vs, vd, vk)
is 0. Next, the pass value associated with each node
vi, i.e., pass(vs, vi) is calculated as the maximum of the
pass values calculated for each destination. The com-
pare values of the candidate core nodes are calculated as
equal to their respective pass values. The node that has
the minimum compare value is considered as the best
core node. If there are two or more nodes that have
the same compare value, then the node with minimum
delay variation is considered as the best core node. If
there is still a tie then the best core node is selected in
the first-come-first-serve basis.

To construct a better multicast tree than the existing
algorithms, we calculate k-least delay paths from source
node vs to the core node vc subject to delay constraint
∆ − maxvj∈M Pld(vc, vj). Then the multicast tree is
constructed by connecting each destination node from
the core node through the least delay paths and source
to core node through the best path out of k-least de-
lay paths. The delay-variation of the multicast tree is
calculated after pruning the cycles. The final multicast
tree generated is one of the multicast trees having the
minimum delay-variation.

Algorithm (G, delay)

01. Begin

02. T = ∅, candidate = ∅
03. for ∀vi ∈ V Pld(s, vi) = the minimun delay path from so-

urce to all nodes in V

04. G′ = Transpose(G)

05. for ∀vj ∈ M in G′

06. Pld(vj , vi) is the least delay path from vj in M to all

vi ∈ V ,

07. if s ∈ Pld(vj , vi), then candidature(vi) = False

08. for all vi ∈ V

09. max i = maxvj∈M{delay(Pld(vj , vi))}
10. mini = minvj∈M{delay(Pld(vj , vi))}
11. dv(vi) = max i −mini

12. for all vi ∈ V

13. if ((dv i 6 ρ) and delay(s, vi) + max i 6 ∆)

&&(candidature(vi)! = False)

14. candidate = candidate ∪ {vi}
15. for {∀ l ∈ Pld(s, vi)|vi ∈ candidate}
16. if l = mk, mk ∈ M then

17. pass(s, vi, mk) = delay(Pld(s, vi))−
delay(Pld(s, mk))

18. else

19. pass(s, vi, mk) = 0

20. pass(s, vi) = maxmk∈M pass(s, vi, mk)

21. if candidate = ∅ then print “Tree Construction failed”

22. for ∀ci ∈ candidate

23. comparei = pass(s, ci)

24. c = i, where index i for min{comparei}
25. if there are two or more candidates with same compare value

then we consider the candidates with minimum dv value

26. find k paths using k-Bellman Ford Algorithm

27. such that pk(s, vc) 6 ∆−maxvj∈M{Pld(vc, vj)}
28. calculate passk(s, vc) = pass(s, vc)

29. T = T ∪ {l|l ∈ least delay path from vc to mk, mk ∈ M}
30. for i = 1 to k do {
31. tempT = T ∪ {l|l ∈ least delay path from s to vc}
32. if (passk(s, vc) == 0)

33. dv = max i −mini

34. else

36. {
37. tmax = max{delay(Pld(vj , vi))}
38. vj ∈ M and vj /∈ Pld(s, vc)

39. dv = tmax + passk

40. dv = max i + passk

41. if (dv < min))

42. {
43. min = dv

44. p = k

45. }
46. }
47. }
48. T = T ∪ {l|l ∈ the p-th min delay path from s to vc}
49. prune links for cycles

50. return

51. End

Fig.1. Pseudo code for the proposed algorithm.
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3.2 Case Studies

For ease of understanding, we present some case
studies.

Case I (k = 1). In this case, we consider the example
network shown in Fig.2. The source node is v1 and the
set of destination nodes are {v5, v6}, where the number
along each edge represents the delay for that edge. The
delay bound ∆ is assumed 11.

Fig.2. Example network (∆ = 11).

Table 1 shows delay-variation associated with each
node. The delay-variation parameter is calculated as 1.
The candidate core nodes found are v3 and v8. The pa-
rameter comparei is calculated for each candidate node
and the node v3 is found to be the best core node. The
multicast tree is generated by connecting the destina-
tion nodes v5 and v6 from the core node v3 through
the least delay paths and source node v1 to core node
v3 through the least delay path. The multicast trees
generated by DDVCA and AKC algorithms are shown
in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively. The final multicast tree
generated by our proposed algorithm is shown in Fig.5.

Table 1. Selection of Core Node by Our Algorithm for Case I

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8

Source v1 3 3 6 10 5 8 3 6

Pass v5 0 0 0 10 5 8 0 0

v6 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0

Destination v5 5 7 5 4 0 6 2 2

v6 8 7 4 3 3 0 5 2

max i 8 7 5 4 3 6 5 2

mini 5 7 4 3 0 0 2 2

diff i 3 0 1 1 3 6 3 0

comparei 0 1

Case II (k = h). In this case, we consider the exam-
ple network shown in Fig.6. The source node is v1 and
the set of destinations is {v5, v6}, and the number along
each edge represents the delay for that edge. The delay
bound ∆ is assumed as 11.

Fig.3. Tree generated by DDVCA, dv = 5.

Fig.4. Tree generated by AKC, dv = 3.

Fig.5. Tree generated by our proposed algorithm, dv = 1.

Fig.6. Example network (∆ = 11).

Table 2. Selection of Core Node by Our Algorithm

for Case II

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8

Source v1 0 2 3 7 4 9 3 6

Pass v5 0 0 0 3 0 5 0 2

v6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Destination v5 4 5 7 4 0 5 1 3

v6 9 8 7 4 5 0 7 3

max i 9 8 7 4 5 5 7 3

mini 4 5 7 4 0 0 1 3

diff i 5 3 0 0 5 5 6 0

comparei 3 2
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Table 2 shows delay-variation associated with each
node. The delay-variation parameter is calculated as 2.
The candidate core nodes are v4 and v8. The parameter
comparei is calculated for each candidate node and it is
seen that the best core node is v8. The multicast tree is
generated by connecting the destination nodes v5 and
v6 with core node v8 through the least delay path and
the best of the k-least delay paths from source node to
core node. The multicast trees generated by DDVCA
and AKC algorithms are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8 re-
spectively. The final multicast tree generated by our
algorithm is shown in Fig.9.

Fig.7. Tree generated by DDVCA, dv = 7.

Fig.8. Tree generated by AKC algorithm, dv = 5.

Fig.9. Tree generated by our proposed algorithm, dv = 0.

3.3 Complexity Analysis

Line 03 is computed in O(n2) using Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm. The lines 05∼06 can also be computed in
O(mn2) by Dijkstra’s algorithm. In line 04, O(n2) is
required to transpose adjacency matrix G to its G′.
Lines 08∼12 and 13∼14 are computed in O(mn) and
O(n) respectively. The worst case complexity of lines
22∼25 is O(n). The k-shortest paths from the source to
the best core node are computed by breaking each link
constituting the original shortest path from source to
the best core node[16]. If there are h links in the orig-
inal shortest path, then it computes k shortest paths
by using Dijkstra’s algorithm in O(hn2). In the worst
case, the path consists of n nodes with n− 1 links. So

the worst case complexity of lines 26∼27 is O(n3). Line
29 is computed in O(mn). Line 30∼46 require O(kn) to
find the best k-shortest paths. Line 48 is computed in
O(n) and line 49 is computed in O(n2) using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. Consequently, the total time complexity of
our proposed algorithm is O(mn2), if m > h, which is
comparable to the existing algorithms[6,13-15]. However,
the worst case complexity of our proposed algorithm is
O(n3).

4 Simulation Results

We have implemented our proposed algorithm in Vi-
sual C++. The experiments are performed on an Intel
Core i3 @2.27 GHz and 2 GB RAM-based platform.

The positions of the nodes are fixed randomly in a
rectangle of size 4000 km × 2400 km. The Euclidean
metric is then used to determine the distance between
each pair of nodes. Edges are introduced between the
pairs of nodes u, v with a probability that depends on
the distance between them. The edge probability is
given by P (u, v) = β exp(−l(u, v)/αL), where l(u, v)
is the distance from node u to v and L is the maxi-
mum distance between any two points in the graph.
The value of α controls the number of short links in
the randomly generated network topology. The smaller
the value of α, the higher number of shorter links, β
controls the number of links in the randomly generated
network topology. The lower the value of β, the larger
the number of links, where α and β are set to 0.8 and
0.7 respectively.

The link delay function D(e) is defined as the pro-
pagation delay of the link, which is calculated by the
equation l(u,v)

L ×SCALE . The SCALE is assumed to be
20ms. The source node is selected randomly and des-
tination nodes are picked up uniformly from the set of
nodes chosen in the network topology. The delay bound
∆ is set to be 1.5 times the minimum delay between the
source and the farthest destination nodes. We also im-
plement DDVCA[13], KIM[6] and AKC[15] algorithms in
the same environment to study and compare the per-
formance of our proposed algorithm with the existing
algorithms. The simulation is run for 200 times for each
case and the average is taken as the output.

4.1 Comparison of Multicast Delay-Variations

Fig.10 shows the simulation results of multicast
delay-variations versus the number of nodes on a net-
work. The destination nodes in a multicast group oc-
cupy 10% of the overall network nodes. The multicast
delay-variation of our proposed algorithm is found to
be better than that of the existing algorithms[6,13-15].

Fig.11 and Fig.12 show the multicast delay-variation
for a network of 100 nodes and 200 nodes respectively.
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The multicast group size is between 10% and 70% of
the total nodes of the network. We observe that the
multicast trees obtained by our proposed algorithm
has an average multicast delay variation better than
DDVCA[13], KIM[6] and AKC[15] algorithms. This is
because our proposed algorithm considers the candidate
nodes that have delay-variations close to the minimum
delay variation. In addition, our algorithm selects the
best path out of k-shortest paths from source to the
best core node.

Fig.10. Comparison of multicast delay-variations for varying net-

work size.

Fig.11. Comparison of multicast delay-variations for varying

group size.

4.2 Comparison of Execution Time

Table 3 shows the simulation results of actual ex-
ecution time versus the number of nodes with 10%
of the nodes in the multicast group. It can be eas-
ily observed that the execution time of our proposed

algorithm without considering k-shortest paths is com-
parable to other existing algorithms[6,13,15]. However,
the proposed algorithm with k-shortest paths has more
execution time than the other existing algorithms. This
is because the execution time of our proposed algorithm
with k-shortest paths depends on the value of k. We
have computed k-shortest paths with the algorithm pro-
posed in [16] by breaking each link of the original short-
est path calculated by Dijkstra’s algorithm. This is
found to be quite efficient while finding k-shortest paths
between a single pair of nodes. It can be observed that
the rate of increase of k goes down as the number of
nodes increases. Therefore, the rate of increase in exe-
cution time also goes down with the increase in the
number of nodes.

Fig.12. Comparison on multicast delay-variations for varying

group size.

Table 3. Execution Time vs Number of Nodes with 10%

of the Nodes in the Multicast Group

No. DDVCA KIM AKC Proposed Proposed

Nodes (ms) (ms) (ms) Algorithm Algorithm

(k = 1) (ms) (k = h) (ms)

20 02.65 02.71 02.78 02.83 03.91

40 04.12 04.20 04.30 04.30 04.90

60 05.02 05.19 05.23 05.26 05.64

80 05.63 05.86 05.92 05.92 06.12

100 08.17 08.34 08.42 08.42 10.08

120 11.64 11.80 12.00 12.32 14.18

140 18.23 18.69 18.78 18.82 21.55

A comparison of execution time with the number
of nodes in the multicast group is shown in Table 4
for a network of 100 nodes. The execution time of
the proposed algorithm with k-shortest paths is ob-
served to be more than that of the existing algorithms
where as the execution time of the proposed algorithm
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without k-shortest paths is comparable to the existing
algorithms. We also observe that the rate of increase
in execution time goes down with the increase in the
number of destinations.

Table 4. Execution Time vs Percentage of Nodes in the

Multicast Group (total nodes = 100)

Nodes in DDVCA KIM AKC Proposed Proposed

Multicast (ms) (ms) (ms) Algorithm Algorithm

Group (%) (k = 1) (ms) (k = h) (ms)

10 08.17 08.34 08.42 08.42 10.08

20 10.25 10.59 10.86 10.82 11.89

30 10.90 11.02 11.12 11.50 15.46

40 15.74 15.94 16.23 16.43 17.96

50 18.29 18.57 18.92 19.25 21.00

60 21.08 21.35 21.83 21.76 23.80

70 21.46 21.87 22.16 22.23 24.29

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel heuristic algo-
rithm for core selection in QoS multicast routing. We
introduced a delay-variation parameter to regulate the
selection of candidate core nodes. The best core node
is selected out of these core nodes using some heuristic
measures. Then, the best core node is connected to the
destination nodes with the shortest paths. The mathe-
matical time complexity of our algorithm is O(mn2) if
m > h. To verify the effectiveness of our algorithm
we compared it with a number of other commonly used
core selection algorithms. The simulation results re-
veal that the multicast tree generated by our algorithm
has less delay-variation than that found by other algo-
rithms. The simulation results also show that the ac-
tual execution time of our algorithm is more than the
existing algorithms, which is due to the computation
of k-shortest paths from source to the best core nodes.
However, the rate of increase in execution time goes
down with the increase in the number of nodes. Our
algorithm also gives better performance without com-
puting k-shortest paths in terms of average multicast
delay-variation with an execution time comparable to
the existing algorithms. Though actual execution time
increases with the computation of k-shortest paths, our
algorithm performs significantly better than all the exi-
sting algorithms in terms of delay-variation.
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